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ABSTRACT
This two-part paper investigates parameters that may significantly affect water-hammer wave attenuation, shape and timing. Possible sources that
may affect the waveform predicted by classical water-hammer theory include unsteady friction, cavitation (including column separation and trapped
air pockets), a number of fluid–structure interaction effects, viscoelastic behaviour of the pipe-wall material, leakages and blockages. Part 1 of this
two-part paper presents the mathematical tools needed to model these sources. Part 2 of the paper presents a number of case studies showing how these
modelled sources affect pressure traces in a simple reservoir-pipeline-valve system. Each case study compares the obtained results with the standard
(classical) water-hammer model, from which conclusions are drawn concerning the transient behaviour of real systems.

RÉSUMÉ
Cet article, publié en deux parties, étudie les paramètres qui peuvent avoir un effet significatif sur l’atténuation, la forme et le retard de la variation de
pression pendant un coup de bélier. Les phénomènes non considérés par la théorie classique du coup de bélier qui peuvent modifier la forme d’onde
sont notamment la friction transitoire, la cavitation (y compris la séparation de la colonne et les poches d’air), l’interaction entre le fluide et la structure
(FSI), le comportement viscoélastique du matériel de la conduite, les fuites et les blocages. La première partie de cet article présente les modèles
mathématiques de calcul des effets de ces phénomènes. La deuxième partie présente une étude de cas qui illustre l’effet de ces phénomènes sur la
variation de pression dans un système simple, composé d’un réservoir, d’une conduite et d’une valve. Dans l’étude de cas, les résultats obtenus sont
comparés avec ceux du modèle classique du coup de bélier. Les conclusions sur le comportement réel des systèmes de conduites pendant le régime
transitoire du coup de bélier sont tirées à partir de ces résultats.

Keywords: Air pocket, blockage, cavitation, column separation, fluid–structure interaction, leakage, unsteady friction, viscoelastic
behaviour of the pipe-wall, water hammer

1 Introduction

A number of numerical case studies are presented to show how the
effects of unsteady friction, cavitation (including column sepa-
ration and trapped air pockets), fluid–structure interaction (FSI),
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viscoelastic behaviour of the pipe-wall, leakage and blockage
change the water-hammer waveform predicted by classical the-
ory. All these phenomena can be important and explain certain
observations in field and laboratory. However, to identify these
phenomena it is desirable to study their effects in the very same
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piping system. A simple reservoir-pipeline-valve system has been
selected for clarity. The system is simulated using a standard
water-hammer model based on Eqs (1) and (2) in Part 1 of this
two-part paper, and a corresponding method of characteristics
(MOC) numerical model that incorporates unsteady friction (for
laminar and turbulent flow), cavitation (vaporous and gaseous),
FSI (Poisson and junction coupling), viscoelastic behaviour of
the pipe wall, leakage and blockage, or a combination of these,
as described in Part 1. The objective of this paper is not to validate
once again proven models, but to show and compare the effects
of the different phenomena in a clear and simple way. The models
that are used have been previously verified with measurements
in a number of research publications:

(1) Unsteady friction model (Bergant et al., 2001; Vítkovský,
2001; Bergant et al., 2003a, 2003b; Vítkovský et al., 2006).

(2) Cavitation model (Wylie and Streeter, 1993; Bergant and
Simpson, 1999; Bergant and Tijsseling, 2001).

(3) FSI model (Tijsseling et al., 1996; Vardy et al., 1996).
(4) Pipe wall viscoelastic model (Bergant et al., 2003a, 2003b;

Covas et al., 2004, 2005).
(5) Leakage and blockage model (Vítkovský, 2001; Wang,

2002).

The standard water-hammer model is herein referred to as the
‘classical model’.

1.1 Test pipeline system

The test system used for investigating water-hammer wave-
forms comprises a straight L = 37.2 m long sloping copper
pipeline of D = 22 mm internal diameter and e = 1.6 mm
wall thickness connecting two tanks (Fig. 1). For the numer-
ical investigation of viscoelastic behaviour of the pipe-wall a
medium-density polyethylene pipeline of the same dimensions
is used instead of the copper pipeline. The pipe-wall is assumed
to be hydraulically smooth. The test apparatus is equivalent
to the experimental apparatus that is installed in the Robin
Hydraulic Laboratory in the School of Civil and Environmen-
tal Engineering at the University of Adelaide (Bergant et al.,
2001).

The transient event is generated by the rapid closure of a down-
stream ball-type valve. The initial discharge in the case studies is
Q0 = 0.076×10−3 m3/s (initial Reynolds number Re0 = 4360)

Tank 1

2.03 m

Tank 2

0.0 m

DATUM

PipelineValve

Hve
Hmp

Figure 1 Test pipeline system (length L = 37.2 m; internal diameter
D = 22 mm)

and the static head in tank 2 isHT2 = 32 m (pressure head differ-
ence between the two tanks is �hT2→T1,0 = 0.14 m); however,
to obtain liquid column separation, Q0 = 0.114 × 10−3 m3/s
(Re0 = 6540) and HT2 = 22 m(�hT2→T1,0 = 0.26 m) were
used. The valve closure time for all cases is tc = 0.009 s. The
liquid wave speed a is 1319 m/s in the copper pipe and 231 m/s in
the medium-density polyethylene pipe. The number of reaches
in all numerical simulations is N = 32.

2 Unsteady friction

Traditionally the steady pipe flow friction approximation is incor-
porated in commercial water-hammer software packages. This
assumption is satisfactorily applied to slow transients where the
wall shear stress has a quasi-steady behaviour. Experimental val-
idation of the steady friction model for rapid transients has shown
significant deficiencies in attenuation, shape and timing of pres-
sure waves (Bergant et al., 2001). The effect of unsteady friction
on water-hammer waveforms is investigated using the copper
pipeline shown in Fig. 1. Numerical results from the ‘classical
model’ (steady friction) and the unsteady friction model (pure
convolution-based model of Zielke (1968)) are compared. The
Reynolds number of the initial flow (Re0) is 4360 so that the ini-
tial flow is turbulent. The smooth-pipe turbulent Vardy–Brown
weighting function (Wapp) formulae are used (Vardy and Brown,
2003)—Fig. 2.

The results are compared at the valve (Hve) and at the midpoint
(Hmp) and are presented in Fig. 3. The simulations show that the
steady friction approximation in the classical model underesti-
mates the damping and dispersion predicted by the physically
more correct unsteady friction model. Additionally, the steady
friction model is not able to produce the evolution of the typical
shape of the pressure oscillations, demonstrating its inability to
model strong frequency-dependent attenuation.

3 Cavitation

The effect of vaporous and gaseous cavitation on the transient
waveform is investigated for the configuration of the copper
pipeline apparatus—see Fig. 1.
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Figure 2 Weighting functions (Wapp) for transient laminar flow (Zielke,
1968) and smooth-pipe turbulent flow (Vardy and Brown, 2003)
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Figure 3 Results of unsteady friction model. Comparison of heads at the valve (Hve) and at the midpoint (Hmp) in a copper pipeline; Re0 = 4360
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Figure 4 Results of DVCM. Comparison of heads at the valve (Hve) and at the midpoint (Hmp) in a copper pipeline; Re0 = 6540

3.1 Vaporous cavitation

Computational results are presented for the case with initial dis-
chargeQ0 = 0.114 × 10−3 m3/s. A weighting factor of ψ = 1.0
is used in the discrete vapour cavity model (DVCM) (Simpson
and Bergant, 1994).

Computational results from the ‘classical model’ and the
DVCM are compared at the valve (Hve) and at the midpoint
(Hmp) and are depicted in Fig. 4. The ‘classical model’ results
(Fig. 4(a) and 4(b)) significantly differ from the DVCM (with
steady friction) results. The actual flow situation concerns a col-
umn separation case with a maximum head significantly larger
than the water-hammer head in pure liquid (at the valve - DVCM:
Hve,max = 102.7 m; ‘classical model’: Hve,max= 62.3 m). The
minimum pressure head predicted by the ‘classical model’ is well
below the liquid vapour pressure head. The assumption of fluid
homogeneity and continuity in the ’classical model’ is violated
when the pressure drops to the liquid vapour pressure. In this
case, the liquid starts to vaporize and a large vapour cavity is
formed at the valve. Some time after the first large cavity col-
lapsed, a short-duration peak is super-imposed on the pressure
head produced by the first cavity collapse.

A convolution-based unsteady friction model (Zielke, 1968)
was incorporated into the DVCM to show the combined effects
of vaporous cavitation and unsteady friction. The weighting

function for the initial flow with a Reynolds number of 6540
was calculated using theVardy–Brown weighting function (Wapp)
shown in Fig. 2. The results from the DVCM with unsteady
friction are presented in Fig. 4(c) and 4(d). Although the bulk
transient response remains the same, the inclusion of unsteady
friction generates a significant damping of the pressure spikes.

3.2 Gaseous cavitation

Computational runs were performed using the discrete gas cavity
model (DGCM) (Wylie, 1984; Wylie and Streeter, 1993) for two
distinct flow situations:

(1) Gaseous cavitation in liquid with free gas present at all com-
putational sections (simulation of pressure waves in bubbly
flow).

(2) Trapped gas pocket at 13.95 m upstream of the valve (at the
3/8th point from the valve).

A weighting factor of ψ = 1.0 has been used in the
DGCM (Wylie, 1984). Six different values of free gas
void fraction (ratio of gas volume to total volume) αg0 =
{10−7; 10−6; 10−5; 10−4; 10−3 and 10−2} at atmospheric condi-
tions were selected in the analysis for both flow situations (initial
dischargeQ0 = 0.076×10−3 m3/s). The aim of the analysis was
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Figure 5 Results of DGCM. Comparison of heads at the valve (Hve) and at the midpoint (Hmp) in a copper pipeline; Re0 = 4360

to identify the effect of the amount of free gas on fluid transients.
Computational results from the DGCM (with steady friction) are
compared with ‘classical model’ results at the valve (Hve) and at
the midpoint (Hmp) and are depicted in Figs 5 and 6, respectively.

3.2.1 Liquid with free gas present at all computational
sections
The DGCM results with a very low gas void fraction αg0 = 10−7

(Fig. 5(a) and 5(b)) perfectly match the ‘classical model’ results.
The DGCM is capable of simulating water-hammer events in
nearly ‘pure’ liquid. The DGCM results with a low gas void
fraction αg0 = 10−5 (Fig. 5(c) and 5(d)) reveal a weak effect
of small amounts of free gas. The discrepancies between the
DGCM results and the ‘classical model’ results increase with
increasing gas void fraction. Figure 5(e) and 5(f) display DGCM
results with a large gas void fraction αg0 = 10−3. The actual
flow situation represents a gaseous cavitation case with a max-
imum head significantly smaller than the water-hammer head
(at the valve—DGCM: Hve,max = 52.6 m; ‘classical model’:
Hve,max = 58.9 m).

3.2.2 Trapped gas pocket at the 3/8th point from the valve
In this case study, a single gas pocket is assumed to be trapped
13.95 m upstream of the valve (at the 3/8th point from the valve) in
the copper pipeline. Six computational runs with void fractions of
the trapped gas pocket αg0,3/8 = {10−7; 10−6; 10−5; 10−4; 10−3

and 10−2} have been performed. The corresponding gas volume
is still small in comparison to the total water volume. The DGCM

has been used with a large void fraction at the 3/8th point and
much smaller void fractions of 10−7 at the other computational
sections.

A very small volume of the trapped gas pocket αg0,3/8 = 10−6

(Fig. 6(a) and 6(b)) does not visibly affect the pressure wave. The
DGCM results with a small trapped gas pocket—αg0,3/8 = 10−4

(Fig. 6(c) and 6(d)) show a weak effect of the trapped pocket on
the pressure traces. Longer simulations show that a beat develops.
The discrepancies between the DGCM results and the ‘classical
model’ results increase with increasing volume of the trapped
gas pocket. Figure 6(e) and 6(f) present DGCM results with a
large gas void fraction—αg0,3/8 = 10−2. In this case, the actual
flow situation represents a gaseous cavitation case with a maxi-
mum head larger than the water-hammer head in ‘pure’ liquid
(at the valve—DGCM: Hve,max = 67.7 m; ‘classical model’:
Hve,max = 58.9 m).

4 Fluid–structure interaction

The test pipeline shown in Fig. 1 is used to theoretically study
the possible effects of FSI. As a result, the 37.2 m long straight
copper pipe (E = 120 GPa, ρs = 8960 kg/m3, ν = 0.34) is
assumed not to be restrained against axial motion along its entire
length. The tank at its upstream end is a fixed point, and the
valve downstream (assumed to be of negligible mass) is either
fixed or free to move, depending on the type of FSI under inves-
tigation. The pressure and axial stress wave speeds are taken
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Figure 6 Results of DGCM with trapped gas pocket. Comparison of heads at the valve (Hve) and at the midpoint (Hmp) in a copper pipeline;
Re0 = 4360

as ã = 1316.5 m/s and ãs = 3686.2 m/s, so that their ratio
is 5/14. A non-staggered computational grid with 5 × 32 = 160
reaches, but with�t = 5�x/ã, allows standard MOC calculation
without interpolation (except for the boundary values needed at
�t = �x/ã intervals) (Tijsseling and Lavooij, 1989). The effects
of the different FSI mechanisms on the classical water-hammer
waveform are demonstrated in the four cases below.

4.1 Poisson coupling

To study solely the effects of Poisson coupling (without fric-
tion), the valve is assumed to be fixed (immovable). Valve closure
generates a travelling pressure rise, which radially expands the
pipe wall. The radial expansion is accompanied with an axial
contraction, which sends out a stress wave and an associated
pressure change in the fluid (precursor). These effects are initially
very small as can be seen from the pressure heads in Fig. 7(a)
and 7(b): the first period of water hammer is not much affected
by FSI. However, Fig. 7(a) and 7(b) also show that the effects
cumulate to such an extent that unrealistically high and low pres-
sures result. There is a continuous exchange and redistribution of
energy between the water-hammer wave and the vibrating pipe. A
beat phenomenon develops (Tijsseling, 1997). Precursor waves
have been observed in laboratory experiments, but as far as the
authors know, Poisson-coupling beat has not (although Fig. 4(a)
of Budny et al. (1991) and Fig. 16 of Vennatrø (1999) exhibit
cumulative Poisson coupling effects). Three obvious reasons are

(i) unsteady friction and rubbing at pipe supports damp the tran-
sient event, (ii) pipe anchors never are entirely stiff or entirely
inert when impact loaded, and (iii) pipes like to vibrate in their
lowest and hence flexural mode, which is made possible through
axial–lateral coupling at supports and bends.

4.2 Junction coupling

To study solely the effects of junction coupling (without fric-
tion), Poisson’s ratio is set equal to zero so that the mechanisms
described in the previous section do not exist. The valve is free to
move now; it causes and follows the pipe vibration. The pressure
rise generated by valve closure pushes the valve in the down-
stream direction, thereby creating additional storage for the fluid
and as a result a lower initial pressure rise, Fig. 7(c) and 7(d).
The fluid is not brought entirely to rest; it has the velocity of
the valve. The axial stress wave generated by the movement of
the valve travels to and from the upstream tank and at its return,
after time 2L/ãs, it pulls the valve back. This ‘pumping’ action
explains the second pressure rise in Fig. 7(c) and 7(d). In con-
trast to the Poisson-coupling case, Fig. 7(a) and 7(b), junction
coupling makes the pressure out of phase with classical water
hammer, Fig. 7(c) and 7(d). The system becomes slower than the
classical 4L/a system, mainly because ν = 0 and α = 1 in the
FSI solution, and ν = 0.34 and α = 0.87 in the classical solution
(see Part 1, Eq. (4)).
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Figure 7 Results with FSI. Comparison of heads at the valve (Hve) and at the midpoint (Hmp) in a copper pipeline; Re0 = 4360
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Figure 8 Results with FSI and cavitation (DVCM). Comparison of heads at the valve (Hve) and at the midpoint (Hmp) in a copper pipeline; Re0 = 6540

4.3 Poisson and junction coupling

Figure 7(e) and 7(f) show the combined effects of Poisson and
junction coupling (without friction). Readers with good observa-
tional capability may be able to spot the precursor wave travelling
ahead of the main water-hammer wave in Fig. 7(f). It is evident
that FSI, when compared with the classical model, causes larger
extreme pressures, high-frequency fluctuations, and a phase
shift. It is noted that in multi-pipe systems with unrestrained
elbows FSI may also cause, after one water-hammer period,
a profound damping of the pressure wave as a consequence
of water hammer-induced flexural pipe vibration (Erath et al.,
1999). FSI will not cause damping in unrestrained single-pipe
systems.

4.4 FSI and cavitation

Figure 8 shows the combined effects of Poisson coupling, junc-
tion coupling, and vaporous cavitation (DVCM with steady
friction). A large phase shift and high-frequency fluctuations are
the most striking features. The subject of FSI and cavitation has
been extensively dealt with in Tijsseling (1993).

5 Viscoelastic behaviour of the pipe wall

In this theoretical case study, the creep-compliance func-
tion taken from Gally et al. (1979) is for medium-density
polyethylene at a temperature of 25◦C and it is described by
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a three-element Kelvin–Voigt model where Jk = {0.754 ×
10−9, 1.046 × 10−9, 1.237 × 10−9} Pa−1 and τk = {0.89 ×
10−4, 0.0222, 1.864} s−1; k = 1, 2, 3. This creep-compliance
function is shown in Fig. 9. The elastic component of the
creep-compliance function corresponds to Young’s modulus of
elasticity E = 0.649 GPa. A constant Poisson’s ratio is assumed
as ν = 0.5. The parameter α depends on the axial pipe constraints
and is estimated to be α = 0.863.

Figure 10(a) and 10(b) show the viscoelastic effect (with
steady friction) on the pressure histories at valve and midpoint
in the plastic pipeline (Fig. 1). The lower phase velocity, disper-
sion and higher attenuation are clear from the pressure responses.
At the valve we see a lower pressure rise, except for the small
initial peak that rapidly attenuates to a plateau. Figure 10(c)
and 10(d) show the comparison of the classical response with the
viscoelastic response with unsteady friction. The convolution-
type unsteady friction model is used in combination with a
smooth-pipe turbulent Vardy–Brown weighting function (Wapp)
for Re0 = 4360 (Fig. 2). The numerical results in Fig. 10(c)
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Figure 10 Results with viscoelastic pipe-wall. Comparison of heads at the valve (Hve) and at the midpoint (Hmp) in a medium-density polyethylene
pipeline; Re0 = 4360

and 10(d), when compared with the Fig. 10(a) and 10(b), show
that the addition of unsteady friction has hardly any effect on
the pressure response other than a slightly higher damping and
dispersion of the pressure wave. This means that the effect of
the viscoelastic behaviour of the pipe wall in the transient event,
in this example, is dominant over unsteady friction. This phe-
nomenon has been observed and discussed by Covas et al. (2004,
2005).

6 Discrete leakage and blockage

The effect of a leak and a blockage located 13.95 m upstream
of the valve (at the 3/8th point from the valve) in the copper
pipeline is now investigated (Fig. 1). Each pipeline fault was
sized such that the steady-state ratios of leak flow to pipe flow,
and of blockage head to reservoir head, were equal.

6.1 Discrete leakage

The leak has a diameter of 0.52 mm and a weighted areaCdAOr =
15.25 × 10−8 m2. This gives a leak area to cross-sectional pipe
area ratio of 0.056%. The ratio of the leak flow to the steady-
state flow through the pipeline is 5%. Figure 11 shows the effect
of the discrete leak on the pressure response at the valve and
at the midpoint using both the steady friction model and the
convolution-based unsteady friction model (Vardy and Brown,
2003). The presence of a leak increases the damping in the sys-
tem. Additionally, the pressure response is more complicated
due to reflections from the leak. The use of the convolution-based
unsteady friction model damps the leak-induced reflections as the
simulation time progresses, which is to be expected in a system
where unsteady friction is dominant.
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Figure 11 Results with leak. Comparison of heads at the valve (Hve) and at the midpoint (Hmp) in a copper pipeline; Re0 = 4360
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Figure 12 Results with blockage. Comparison of heads at the valve (Hve) and at the midpoint (Hmp) in a copper pipeline; Re0 = 4360

6.2 Discrete blockage

The blockage has a diameter of 4.94 mm and a weighted area
CdAOr = 1.33 × 10−5 m2 and it is located at the same position
in the pipeline as the leak. This gives a blockage area to pipe
area ratio of 5%. The ratio of the head loss across the blockage to
the steady-state head in the pipeline is 5% (similar to leak flow).
Figure 12 shows the pressure response for the blocked pipeline.
Looking at the shape of the pressure response, the blockage effect
is somehow the opposite of the leak effect. The inclusion of the
unsteady friction model damps the reflections from the blockage.

The presence of leaks and blockages creates an attenuation of
the pressure response with little dispersion. In this respect their
effect is to damp and complicate the pressure response without
significantly altering the phase of the response. The addition of

unsteady friction in both cases accelerates the attenuation, mak-
ing the leak- and blockage-induced pressure response shapes less
defined. In both cases the leak and blockage contribute largely to
the overall damping.

7 Conclusions

The presented case studies clearly show how the effects of
unsteady friction, cavitation (including column separation and
trapped air pockets), FSI, viscoelastic behaviour of the pipe
wall, leakage and blockage change the water-hammer wave-
form in a simple reservoir-pipeline-valve system. Each case
study concerns a classical water-hammer simulation and a cor-
responding MOC numerical model that incorporates each or a
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combination of the aforementioned effects. The used models are
simple and effective and could ideally be combined into one
general model. The phenomena studied may cause additional
damping (unsteady friction, bubbly flow, FSI in systems with
laterally vibrating pipes, viscoelastic behaviour of the pipe-wall,
leakage, blockage) or amplification (collapse of large vapour cav-
ities, large trapped gas pockets, FSI) of the modelled transient
traces. A beat phenomenon is predicted for FSI Poisson coupling
and for small isolated air pockets. Because the analysed phe-
nomena are not typically modelled in water-hammer software
packages, but nevertheless are common in many hydraulic sys-
tems, it is important to be able to recognise them. The pressure
traces presented herein can be used as a diagnostic tool for detect-
ing faults and unexpected behaviour in the transient dynamics of
liquid-filled pipe systems.

Notation

AOr = Cross-sectional orifice area
a = Liquid wave speed
as = Solid wave speed
ã = FSI-modified wave speed
Cd = Orifice discharge coefficient
D = Internal pipe diameter
E = Young’s modulus of elasticity of pipe-wall

material
e = Pipe-wall thickness
H = Piezometric head

HT2 = Static head in tank 2 (Fig. 1)
J = Creep-compliance function
Jk = Kelvin–Voigt model parameter
L = Pipe length
N = Number of reaches
Q = Discharge
Re = Reynolds number (Re = VD/ν)
t = Time
tc = Valve closure time
V = Cross-sectionally averaged flow velocity
W = Weighting function for convolution-based

unsteady friction model
α = Parameter dependent on the axial pipe con-

straints
αg = Gas void fraction

�hT2→T1 = Pressure head difference between tanks
(Fig. 1)

�t = MOC time step
�x = MOC space step
ν = Kinematic viscosity; Poisson’s ratio
ρs = Mass density of the pipe-wall material
τk = Retardation time in Kelvin–Voigt model
ψ = Weighting factor

Subscripts

app = Approximate
max = Maximum

mp = Midpoint
Or = Orifice
s = Structure, solid, pipe

ve = Valve
0 = Steady-state (initial) conditions

Abbreviations

DGCM = Discrete gas cavity model
DVCM = Discrete vapour cavity model

FSI = Fluid–structure interaction
MOC = Method of characteristics
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